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MEDIA & CULTURE (MC)
MC 300 Selected Topics in Media Studies     (3 credits)
This course examines a different film, television and new media theme
or themes each semester. Recent topics include: Imagining the Culture
Industries; Storytelling & the Studio System; Theory of Gaming & New
Media; and Media & Democracy

MC 300A Film,TV & New Media Theory     (3 credits)

MC 300B Film,TV & New Media Theory     (3 credits)

MC 320 Selected Topics in Advanced Production     (3 credits)
This course develops the basic techniques covered in Introduction to
Video Production, concentrating on more conceptual and advanced
approaches to image and sound creation. It emphasizes specialization in
a particular area of professional production. Allows repetition for credit

MC 320A Sel topics in Adv Production     (3 credits)

MC 398 Experimental course in MC     (3 credits)
Experimental courses explore curriculum development, with specific
content intended for evolution into a permanent course. A topic may
be offered twice before it becomes a permanent course. Students may
repeat experimental courses with a different topic for credit

MC 399 Experimental course in MC     (3 credits)
Experimental courses explore curriculum development, with specific
content intended for evolution into a permanent course. A topic may
be offered twice before it becomes a permanent course. Students may
repeat experimental courses with a different topic for credit

MC 401 Directed Study in Media & Cult     (3 credits)
A Directed Study is designed for highly qualified students who, under the
direction of a member of the sponsoring academic department, engage
in an agreed upon in-depth independent examination, investigation or
analysis of a specialized topic.

MC 420 Capstone Project in Media and Culture     (3 credits)
Undertaken in the last year of coursework in Media and Culture, the final
project requires students to write a media analysis or produce an original
media text (for example, a video or website). If a student chooses to
produce a creative work, he or she must also write an essay explaining
how the project reflects his or her understanding of and engagement with
key issues and categories of the study of Media and Culture

MC 421 Internship in Media and Culture     (3 credits)
Pre-Req: Internship coordinator permission
Introduces the student to some aspect of the media industry;
emphasizes the particular operations of a media company by assigning a
student to a professional in the field under whose supervision the intern
undertakes tasks and participates in analyzing the practical applications
of media theories. The intern's progress is monitored and evaluated
jointly by the field supervisor and the faculty coordinator during the
semester internship.


